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ABSTRACT 
An arithmetic-geometric mean inequality for unitarily invariant norms and 
matrices, 
211A*XBI[ <~ IIAA*X + XBB*II, 
is an immediate consequence of a basic inequality for singular values of Hadamard 
products. 
1. AN ARITHMETIC-GEOMETRIC MEAN INEQUALITY FOR 
UNITARILY INVARIANT NORMS 
Let M .... denote the space of m-by-n complex matrices, and write 
M n =-M . For A = [aij], B = [b i j ]eM .... we denote the Hadamard 
product of  A and S by Ao S - [a,jb{j], and we write A* - [aj{] ~ M ...... 
for the conjugate transpose. The decreasingly ordered singular values of 
A ~ Mm, . are denoted by crl(A) >1 cr2(A) >1 "" >1 crm~n{m,n}(A) >10. For 
standard notation and terminology see [5] and [6]. 
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An arithmetic-geometric mean inequality for unitarily invariant norms 
on M. 
211A*XBI I~I IAA*X÷XBB*I I  for all A,B ,X~M,  (1) 
has been given several different proofs in [2], [7], and [8] [which contain 
applications and special cases of (1) as well as references to the antecedent 
literature]. The purpose of this note is to show that a generalization of (1) is 
an immediate consequence of a basic inequality for singular values of 
Hadamard products. We begin with a simple lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let (7 : , ( ' , ' ) )  be a given real or complex inner product 
space, let m and n be given positive integers, let f l  . . . . .  fro,g1 . . . . .  g,  ~ 7f  
be given, and let A = [(gj , f i )]  ~ Mm.n" Then there is a positive integer 
r <~ m + n and there are matrices X = [x 1 "" x m] ~ Mr, m and Y = [Yl "'" 
y,] ~ Mr, . such that A = X 'Y ,  x,*x, = ( f~, f~) for  i = 1 . . . . .  m, and y,*y, 
= (gi,  g i ) f ° r i=  1 . . . . .  n. 
Proof. Let S ~'= Span{f1 . . . . .  fro, gl . . . . .  gn}" If dim S := 0, take r = 1, 
X = 0 ~ M 1 ..... and Y = 0 ~ MI, .. Otherwise, take r = dim S:, and let 
{v 1 . . . . .  v r} be an orthonormal basis of S:. Then X- [ ( f j ,  vi)] and Y = 
[( gj, v~)] satisfy the stated conditions. • 
The lemma permits us to reformulate the basic inequality in [1] (Theorem 
(5.6.2) in [6]) in a way that is convenient for deriving (1) and othei~ in- 
equalities. 
THEOREM 2. Let (W,( • ," )) be a given real or complex inner product 
space with norm Ilflr~--- ( f ,  f ) l /2 ,  let f~ . . . . .  fro, gl . . . . .  gn ~ 7/" be given, 
and let A - [(gj,f~)] ~ Mm, n. Then for  all B ~ Mm, n we have 
k k 
~_, t r~(AoB)  <~ ~llft,lll~llgt,jIl~,(B) for k = 1 . . . . .  min{m,n}, 
i=1 i=1 
(2) 
where IIft~lll~ "" ~ Ilftm]ll~ and Ilgt1111~ n"" ~ IIgNIl~ denote decreas- 
ing rearrangements of  {llf~ll~}Z~ 1 and {llg, ll~},= 1. 
The original formulation of this basic inequality in [1] was for the special 
case ~= C r and the Euclidean inner product, which Lemma 1 shows to be 
equivalent to the apparently more general statement in Theorem 2. 
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Now suppose that all of the vectors used to form A = [( gj, fi )] are in the 
unit ball of 7/'. Then (2) tells us that 
k k 
~_. o-~( A o B)  <~ E cr,( B ) for k=l  . . . . .  min{m,n} forall  B E M ...... . 
i~ l  i=1 
(3) 
Invoking Fan's dominance theorem (Theorem 4 of [4], Corollary (7.4.47) in 
[5], or Corollary (3.5.9) in [6]), it follows from (3) that 
IIAo BII < IIBII foral l  B ~ M ...... (4) 
for all unitarily invariant norms I1" II on M ...... This is the principle under- 
lying (1). 
THEOREM 3. Let positive integers m and n be given and let [L [[ be any 
unitarily invariant norm on M ..... . Then 
211A*XBII < IIAA*X ÷ XBB*II (5) 
for  all X ~ Mm. n, A ~ M .... and B ~ M n. 
Proof. By continuity, it suffices to consider only nonsingular A and B. 
Let A = VI~WI* and B -- V2TW2* be singular value decompositions, o that 
Vl ,  W 1 E M m and Vz, W 2 ~ M n are unitary, E = diag(tr x. . . . .  o;,,,) ~ M .... 
T=diag(~" 1 . . . . .  zn )~Mr , ,  or 1 >/ "'" >~ o;,,,> 0, andr  1 >/ ... >1% > 0. By 
unitary invariance of the norm and under the given conditions, (5) is 
equivalent o 
21IE(vI*xV2)TII < IIE2(vI*xv~) + (VI*XVz)TZII, 
which we may rewrite as 
211[ori~z,j l l l<~ll[(~2+Tj2)zij] l l  for all Z=[z i j l~-M ...... 
This is the same as 
2 a~zi ~ 1 Ilzll for all Z~M ..... . (6) 
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Thus, to prove (6) and (5), it suffices to show that 
A = (r2 + rj2 Mm, n 
can be represented as a matrix of inner products of vectors in the unit ball of 
some inner product space. Let ~= L2( [0, ~ )) with its usual inner product 
<f,g> = f0]¢t) g¢t  at 
I f  we define f~(t) = ~/2~r~e -~'2t for i --- 1 . . . . .  m and g,(t) = v~r ,e  -~t  for 
i = 1 . . . . .  n, then these are all unit vectors and A = [( gj, f i  )]. • 
COROLLARY 4. Let positive integers m and n be given, let II II be any 
unitarily invariant norm on M . . . .  and let A ~ M m and B ~ M n be given 
nonsingular matrices that are both Hermitian or both skew-Hermitian. Then 
2llg]] < IIAXB -1 +A-~XBII for all XeMm,  n . (7) 
Proof. Replace X with A-1XB-1  in (5). • 
The principal result of [3] is a special case of (7) in which II II is the 
spectral norm, m = n, and A = B. 
The inequality (6) gives a nonsymmetric generalization to all unitarily 
invariant norms of the special ar i thmetic-geometr ic-harmonic mean inequa!- 
ity for the spectral norm in Theorem 2.1 of [8]: Let x = [x i] ~ R~ and 
y = [y~] ~ R ~_ be any given vectors with positive entries, and define the m 
by n matrices 
ana H(x ,  y)  - 1 1 " 
- -  . J f -  - -  
x~ yj 
(8) 
Then (6) ensures that 
l iB(x, y)o Zll < IIG(x, y)o Zll < IIA(x, y) o Z[I (9) 
for all Z ~ Mm, n and every unitarily invariant norm l[ l[ on Mm, n. 
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2. ANOTHER APPROACH AND A SHARPER BOUND FOR THE 
SPECTRAL NORM 
There is worthy historical precedent for stating the basic inequalities of [1] 
in the form (2). In the 1911 paper [9] that is the source of so many ideas 
about Hadamard products, Schur's Satz VI is the case k = 1 of our Theorem 
2 with 7/'= L 2 (square-integrable r al- or complex-valued functions) on a 
given real interval. In our notation, and denoting the usual norm on L 2 by 
II 112, Schur proved that 
o-l( Ao B) ~< l(llf[1]l122 + IIg[1]ll2)o-l(B). 
In a footnote (p. 13), he observed that the better bound 
o-1( A o B)  ~< Ilft~jII211gtlltl2 o-1(B) (10) 
is valid, and it is easy to modify his argument to verify this special case of (2). 
Schur followed the proof of his theorem with an example of the Hadamard 
multiplier A = [1 / (a  i +/3j)] for positive a~ and /3~ (a Cauchy matrix; see 
§5.0.4 and Problem 9 in §5.5 of [6]),t which he represented as A = [( gj, f i)] 
for fi(t) = e -~'t and gi(t) = e -/3' in L2( [0, ~ )). In this case, Schur's 
bound (10) is 
o ' I (AoB ) ~< 2V/amin/3min o-l(B) forall B ~M . . . .  (11) 
where ami n ~- min{a I . . . . .  am} > 0 and /3min ~ min{/31 . . . . .  /3,} > 0. 
A generalization of a representation employed in Example 1.4 of [8] shows 
that the basic inequalities (2), though broadly useful, do not always give the 
best bounds possible, even for k = 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let a, b be given extended real numbers with -~  <~ a < 
b <~ oo, let I(a, b) ~ {[a, b], (a, b] , [a, b ), (a, b)} be a given real interval, 
let m and n be given positive integers, and let f l  . . . . .  fro, gl . . . . .  gn E 
L2( I(a, b )) be given. Define 
] A = ~- -~g j ( t )  dt ~ M ..... (12) 
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and let N 1 ( ) ,  II II, and N 2 ( ) be given norms (not necessarily submultiplica- 
tire) on Mm, M .. . .  and Mm, respectively, such that 
IIXYZII ~ NI( X)IIYIIN2( Z ) (13) 
for all diagonal X ~ M m, all Y ~ M .. . .  and all diagonal Z ~ M,. Finally, 
for each t ~ I(a, b) define L(t) = diag(f](t) . . . . .  fro(t)) ~ Mm and R(t) = 
diag(gl(t) . . . . .  g,(t)) E M n. Then 
IIAoBII~< (fabNl(L(t))Nz(R(t))dt)llBII forall B~Mm,  ~. (14) 
In particular, for any unitarily invariant norm II II on Mm," we have 
IIA o BII ~< ~Ja(fb l<~i<~mmaX {If~(t)l} 1,j,nmax {Igj(t)l}dt)llnll. (15) 
Proof. Writing B = [b~j], we have 
Ao B = b,sgj(t ) dt = fa t' L ( t )  BR(t)  dr. (16) 
Using this representation, the triangle inequality, and the hypotheses on the 
given norms, we have 
llAo Bll fat'll L(t) BR(t)II dt 
<. fat'Nl( Lit) )lIBlIX ( R(t)) dt 
= (fabNl(~(t))N2(R(t))dt)llBII, 
as asserted. The bound in (15) follows from observing that IIXYZII 
~I(X)IIYII~I(Z) for any unitarily invariant norm II II (see Problem 4 in §3.5 
of [6]), so we ma), take NI( ) and Nz( ) to be the spectral norm; of course, 
O'l(L(t)) = Orl(Z(t )) = max{If~(t)l: i = 1 . . . . .  m]. • 
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Applying (15) to Schur's example of the Cauchy matrix A = [1 / (a i  + /3j)] 
discussed above gives 
IlAo BII ~ IIBII forall  B ~ M ..... (17) 
Ogmin -]- ~min 
for any unitarily invariant norm II II on M . . . .  which is a strictly better bound 
than (11) when II II is the spectral norm, except when ami . = flmi," 
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